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into our hollow, depressing everyone's spirits to such an
extent that there again arose talk of beating a hasty retreat
to the north. Sa'dan reported a suggestion that had been
made by Zayid in conversation round the coffee-fire that I
should be asked to give them a written guarantee of indemnity
against the contingency of my perishing in the desert! With
such companions such a condition was clearly impossible of
acceptance. But the matter was never actually raised in my
presence and, when I sat at coffee with my companions after
the afternoon prayer, I seized the opportunity of opening a
discussion of our future plans.
You know, I said, that at the beginning of our journey we
all contemplated finishing the expedition together so that we
might reach Mecca in time for the pilgrimage. For those who
are going with me across the desert to Sulaiyil there is still
plenty of time to fulfil that arrangement, but we are agreed
that the baggage-animals cannot march with us. I had
hoped that they might go round by Bir Fadhil and Maqai-
nama to rejoin us at Wadi Dawasir, but now the time is too
short for that. I suggest therefore that the baggage-party
should march straight to Riyadh, and I will despatch with
them a letter to the Amir Sa'ud asking him to send those who
want to do the pilgrimage by motor car to Mecca, while those
who prefer to return straight to their families can go down
to the Hasa with the camels.
I had already broached this idea with one or two of the
men who happened to be at the we]! while I was bathing.
They had approved it strongly and it was obvious that they
had lost no time in communicating it to their fellows. At
any rate I was astonished at the chorus of assent that
greeted the scheme when I propounded it. Not a word was
said about any written guarantee or other conditions for the
desert journey, and I was able on the spot to take the names
of those desiring to enroll themselves in the three parties
envisaged by my proposal. Zayid and I had agreed that the
desert party should consist of nine persons including myself,
and the composition of this section presented no difficulty
as I had firmly expressed my desire to exclude from it both
'Ali and Farraj. The two herdsmen being temporarily

